Define your body
Sculpt your desires
Love your curves

COLD LIPO-EMULSION
HIGH-DEFINITION
LIPOSCULPTURE
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PROMELTER HD

DEFINE YOUR BODY
SCULPT YOUR DESIRES
LOVE YOUR CURVES
Promel ter HD is the new equipment born from Promoitalia research using autocalibrating sinusoidal ultrasound waves able to emulsify adipose tissue respecting surrounding structures. A particular and targeted effectiveness that allows to gently and precisely remove fat deposits without damaging blood vessels and dermal tissue. Promel ter HD uses a new methodology consisting of intradermal ultrasound emission, calibrated from time to time depending on the adipose tissue it encounters. A specific methodology for the patient, a mix of variable frequencies depending on the texture and type of tissue treated.

Indications:
• High effectiveness liposculpture and defining body contours
• Elimination of fibrous cellulite

Promel ter HD is equipped with two specific probes for the treatment of the indications described, the cannulas of high quality surgical titanium emit ultrasound only in the terminal part, while their rounded shape allow an atraumatic treatment of the targeted tissue. The ultrasonic wave emission is continuously calibrated according to the structure of the fat and of the tissues with which the cannula is in contact with. In this manner no overheating and melting of accumulated triglycerides occurs. The cold lipoeumulsion gently removes fat deposits without damaging the surrounding structures. The aspiration of emulsified fat is not necessary.